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Question: 1
Daniel is designing a Suggestions application and wants to minimize replication conflicts. Which
one of the following will accomplish this?
A. Assign users Editor access to the database.
Create a form of type Document and name the form 'Suggestion'. Create a form of type
Comment
and name the form 'Comments'.
Use Authors fields on both forms.
B. Assign users Author access to the database.
Create a form of type Document and name the form 'Suggestion'. Create a form of type
Comment
and name the form 'Comments'.
Use Readers fields on both forms.
C. Assign users Author access to the database.
Create a form of type Document and name the form 'Suggestion'. Create a form of type
Response
and name the form 'Comments'.
Use Authors fields on both forms.
D. Assign users Editor access to the database.
Create a form of type Document and name the form 'Suggestion'. Create a form of type
Response
and name the form 'Comments'.
Use Readers fields on both forms.
Answer: C
Question: 2
The "Job Opportunities" database is accessed regularly by many employees at Gayla's company.
The database has been replicated to local servers at each of the company's 20 locations.
Although Gayla has created a full-text index (including the indexing of attachments) on a hub
server and verified that the hub replicates to all of the distributed servers, her users complain that
searches are very slow, and they are unable to use the "Fill out example form" search feature that
they CAN use in some other databases. What could be done to fix this problem?
A. Gayla needs to click the Create index button on the Full Text tab of the database Properties on
each of the replica databases.
B. Gayla needs to select the "Replicate view search indices" parameter on the database
Properties Advanced tab on each of the replica databases.
C. The Notes administrator needs to increase the number of minutes specified by the
ReplicationTimeLimit parameter in the hub server's Notes.ini file.
D. Gayla needs to select the "Replicate view search indices" parameter on the database
Properties Advanced tab on the database on the hub server.
Answer: A
Question: 3
Roselia changed the "By Status" view in her workflow database. She selected the "Don't show
empty categories" row property for the view. Why would she have done this?
A. Database performance needs to be improved. Roselia has set this property so that the view
index will be smaller, allowing for faster indexing and faster opening of the view.
B. Document access is restricted with Readers fields. Roselia needs to ensure that each Status
category only displays when the category contains at least one document to which the user
has access.
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C. There are 5 different values possible for the Status field, but often all documents have a Status
of "Closed". Roselia wants to show each category only when there is at least one request with
that Status.
D. Many new requests entered into this database every week. Roselia is worried about the
database size. She has set this property to reduce the size of the index of the main view of the
database to save disk space.
Answer: B
Question: 4
Which one of the following contains data types stored as summary data by default?
A. Text, number, date/time, reader names
B. Text, text lists, rich text
C. All data types are stored in the summary buffer
D. Rich text, file attachments, embedded OLE objects
Answer: A
Question: 5
Norah wants to provide navigation on the left side of the screen and content on the right side. The
navigation should have links to views, with some links inside collapsed folders. It should also
have links for actions, using custom icons for the links. Can this be done?
A. No. Notes navigators are no longer supported, and Pages, Frames, and Framesets are for
Web applications.
B. No. Most of this can be built using outlines, pages, frames, and framesets. But icon graphics
must be selected from those provided in the notes\data\domino\icons folder.
C. Yes. Create an outline with links for views and actions. Custom icons can be used. Put the
outline on a page. Put the page in the left-hand frame of a frameset. The right-hand frame will
hold the content.
D. Yes. Create a Notes navigator object with an image bitmap for the navigation, placing an
embedded editor on the right for the content. Create clickable areas on the navigator image to
link to views and actions.
Answer: C
Question: 6
Greg has created a form with several fields that get their data from an external relational
database system based on a key field. DECS is installed. Which one of the following must he
have done to achieve this functionality?
A. Created an embedded RDBMS link
B. Created a data connection resource
C. Created an ODBC connection resource
D. Manually imported the data from the relational database
Answer: B
Question: 7
The graphics department has sent Horacio a JPEG image to be used as the icon for his new
database. What should Horacio do so that this image appears as the database icon?
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A. Use a graphics program to convert the image to a 16x16 pixel GIF. Copy the GIF to the
Clipboard. Open the database in Designer, and from the Design pane, select Other >
Database Resources. Double-click Icon and click Paste.
B. Use a graphics program to convert the image to a 32x32 pixel bitmap. Copy the bitmap to the
Clipboard. Open the database in Designer, and from the Design pane, select Other >
Database Resources. Double-click Icon and click Paste.
C. Use a graphics program to convert the image to a 32x32 pixel GIF. Open the database in
Designer, and from the Design pane, select Shared Resources > Images. Click "New Image
Resource" and select the filename of the image. From the Design pane, select Other >
Database Resources. Double-click Icon, click "Select from Image Resource" and select the
image.
D. Use a graphics program to convert the image to a 16x16 or larger square image. Open the
database in Designer, and from the Design pane, select Shared Resources > Images. Click
"New Image Resource" and select the filename of the image. From the Design pane, select
Other > Database Resources. Double-click Icon, click "Select from Image Resource" and
select the image.
Answer: B
Question: 8
Jim created a discussion database with documents and response documents. When changes are
made to a response document, Jim wants to update the parent document. Which one of the
following system fields in the response document indicates the associated parent document?
A. $Ref
B. $Doc
C. $ParentDoc
D. $ParentRef
Answer: A
Question: 9
If possible, Shannon would like to take advantage of the features of Composite Applications
within a single Notes database. She has no need to access data from any other application. Can
she deploy a Composite Application that includes the composite application definitions and the
NSF component all within a single NSF?
A. Yes. She can store the Composite Application definitions and the NSF component in the same
database. When specifying the Notes URL of the Component Properties, Shannon should
designate the url as notes:///_self
B. Yes. She can store the Composite Application definitions and the NSF component in the same
database. When specifying the Notes URL of the Component Properties, Shannon should
designate the url as notes:///0000000000000000
C. No, but although the Composite Application definitions and the NSF component cannot be
stored in the same database, they can be referenced from the same database. From this
composite application, she can then refer to other Notes databases and NSF components
using Notes URLs.
D. No. Composite Applications are intended to leverage pieces of separate applications to
combine in a single context. There would be no benefit to be gained from placing the overhead
of Composite Applications on a single Notes application.
Answer: B
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